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In this paper, we provide evidence based on Case alternations in passives in favor of the view 
that dative is a mixed Case. Dative, but also other cases, has the property of being either 
inherent/lexical or structural. 
We propose an analysis of datives aiming to account for their mixed status within and 
across languages. Building on Řezáč’s (2008) theory of opacity vs. transparency of theta-
related Case to Agree, combined with a (modified) theory of Case alternations in terms of 
m(orphological)-case (Marantz 1991), we propose that dative arguments are PPs, unlike 
accusatives which are DPs. Being complements of the phasal head P, dative DPs are invisible 
to an outside probe, Voice or T, for Agree. Under certain conditions, however, they become 
visible: either when a phi-probe is present on P probing and transmitting the features of the 
DP embedded below it or when P incorporates into the Voice-v complex lifting the phase-
hood of the PP. We argue that the actual distribution of m-cases  in actives and passives of 
languages with alternating datives is determined at the PF component, subject to the case-
realization disjunctive hierarchy proposed by Marantz (1991). A dative argument entering 
Agree qualifies as having ‘dependent case’ in the sense of Marantz (1991) and not as having 
“lexically governed case”. Finally, we propose that crosslinguistic differences concerning the 
environments where dative alternations happen (passives vs. middles) depends on the head 
where the phi-probe entering Agree with dative DPs is located: Voice or v. 
 




OPAQUE AND TRANSPARENT DATIVES, AND HOW THEY BEHAVE IN PASSIVES 
 
1. Introduction 
The goal of this paper is to investigate the conditions under which dative-nominative 
alternations take place across languages and across constructions and to discuss the 
implications of this variation for the characterization of dative Case. To this end, we will 
compare instances of dative-nominative alternations attested in Ancient Greek, Japanese, and 
Icelandic with dative-nominative alternations in bekommen/krijgen passives in Dutch and 
different varieties of German. We will identify three parameters of variation: (i) The syntactic 
environments where dative-nominative alternations take place, i.e. whether alternations are 
limited to ditransitives or they also occur in monotransitives. (ii) The extent to which all 
dative arguments can become nominatives under passivization. (iii) The extent to which 
dative-nominative alternations depend on the overall organization of the Voice systems of the 
languages under discussion. We will argue that this variation provides evidence for the view 
that dative has the defining property of being either inherent/lexical or structural (see also 
Harley 1995, Ishizuka 2012 for Japanese, Webelhuth 1995, Fanselow 2000 for German 
passives, Alexiadou, Anagnostopoulou & Sevdali 2011 for Icelandic dative DOs vs. dative 
IOs, Anagnostopoulou & Sevdali 2012 for datives (and genitives) in Ancient Greek). As a 
cross-linguistic comparison of this scale has not been previously undertaken in the literature, 
our paper contributes to the overall debate on the status of datives,
1
 by proposing that there 
                                                        
1 The proper characterization of dative Case is a long-standing issue. The main reason for this is the diversity in 
the morpho-syntactic behavior of datives across and within languages. In addition to the mixed approaches, two 
other views have been expressed in the literature, which, however concentrated on individual constructions in 
individual languages:  (a) In one set of cases, dative has been characterized as inherent or lexical Case which is 
syntactically inactive/inert (see e.g. Haider 1985, Chomsky 1986, McFadden 2004, McGinnis 2002 Woolford 
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are three types of languages:  
(i) Uniform languages where dative is never structural Case, and dative-nominative 
alternations never take place. Many languages fall under this type, among them e.g. Modern 
Greek (Anagnostopoulou 2003) and Russian (Pesetsky & Torrego, to appear).  We will not 
exemplify and discuss these languages here. 
(ii) Mixed languages with a ditransitive vs. monotransitive asymmetry. There are 
mixed languages where dative qualifies as structural in some environments and as inherent 
case in others. Descriptively, this split correlates with productivity/regularity vs. idiosyncrasy 
in the use of dative: the more productive and regular a dative Case is the more likely it is to 
alternate. In mixed dative languages of this type, inherent datives canonically marking goal, 
benefactive, affected IOs in ditransitives are alternating while lexical datives idiosyncratically 
marking DOs in monotransitives are not. Languages belonging to this type are dialects of 
Dutch and German (and, for different reasons, Icelandic). 
(iii) Mixed languages with no ditransitive vs. monotransitive asymmetry. Finally, there 
is a third type of language in which alternations happen both in ditransitives and in 
monotransitives. Ancient Greek is such a language, and also Japanese as well as certain 
dialects of German. But even in languages with a generalized dative-nominative alternation in 
                                                                                                                                                                             
2006). Inherent dative is associated with a particular set of theta roles, goal, beneficiary, possessor, affected 
argument, which typically characterize indirect objects (IOs) in ditransitives, see also Primus (1999). Lexical 
dative appears on direct objects (DOs) of monotransitive verbs and seems to be idiosyncratically determined by 
the selecting verb (along with other cases). Following Woolford (2006), we take inherent and lexical Cases to be 
distinct and subject to different licensing conditions: inherent Case is thematically licensed while lexical Case is 
idiosyncratically determined. (b) The second type of dative, which has attracted a lot of attention in the literature, 
is instantiated by, so called, quirky datives.  Similarly to inherent and lexical datives, quirky datives are 
associated with a particular set of theta-roles or they are idiosyncratically determined by the selecting verbs. Like 
inherent and lexical datives, quirky datives do not become nominative in NP-movement environments (passives, 
unaccusatives). Crucially, though, quirky datives are syntactically active, i.e. they are capable of undergoing NP-
movement to Spec,TP, qualifying as subjects with respect to all subject-hood diagnostics (in e.g. Icelandic, see 
Zaenen, Maling and Thráinsson 1985 and many others following them). Other languages that have been argued 
to have quirky datives include Greek (Anagnostopoulou 1999), Spanish (Masullo 1992), Italian (Belletti & Rizzi 
1988), and older stages of English and Romance (Fischer 2008). 
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both monotransitives and ditransitives, there is evidence that they still possess non-structural 
datives. In Ancient Greek, the dative or genitive case assigned to certain types of objects of 
monotransitive verbs does not alternate, and the same holds for Japanese and those dialects of 
German that, in principle, allow dative-nominative alternations in monotransitives. 
 Crucially, it never seems to be the case that dative qualifies as structural/alternating in 
all contexts: it either never alternates (in group (i) languages) or qualifies as a mixed Case (in 
group (ii) and (iii) languages). We provide an answer to the question of what it means for 
dative to be a “mixed Case” based on Řezáč’s (2008) theory of opacity vs. transparency of 
theta-related Case to Agree.
2
 Řezáč (2008) argues on the basis of different patterns of dative 
agreement in Basque dialects that dative arguments have a mixed status with respect to Agree: 
in some dialects, datives are not allowed to enter Agree while in others they do so, to varying 
degrees. In this paper, we offer evidence for the same conclusion from a different empirical 
domain, namely the variation we find in the patterns of Case alternations across languages 
and dialects. Following Bittner & Hale (1996), Řezáč (2008), and more recently Caha (2009), 
we propose that dative DP arguments are always embedded within a PP shell, unlike 
structural accusatives which are bare DPs. Being complements of P, dative DPs are often 
invisible to an outside probe, Voice or T, for Agree. Under certain conditions, however, 
dative DPs become visible. This happens either when P has a phi probe that enters Agree with 
the DP below it, transmitting the features of the DP outside the PP, as suggested by Řezáč (we 
do not further explore this possibility here), or when P incorporates into a higher verbal head, 
thus lifting the phase-hood of P, as proposed in Anagnostopoulou & Sevdali (2012) for 
Ancient Greek, in essence modifying and updating an old proposal by Baker (1988); see den 
                                                        
2
 We note, however, that this is a feature also shared with genitives in e.g. Ancient Greek, Icelandic, and also 
accusative in German. 
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Dikken (2007), Gallego (2005, 2010), Gallego, and Uriagereka (2006), Alexiadou,  
Anagnostopoulou & Wurmbrand (2013) for recent discussions on how movement of certain 
heads extends the phase to the higher projection. P-incorporation will also be an important 
tool in understanding why some languages (namely German dialects and Dutch) use special 
auxiliaries when datives become nominatives in passives. 
We furthermore argue that the actual distribution of m-cases (dative, accusative, 
nominative) in actives and passives of languages with alternating datives is determined at the 
PF component, subject to the case-realization disjunctive hierarchy proposed by Marantz 
(1991). A dative argument entering Agree qualifies as having ‘dependent case’ in the sense of 
Marantz (1991) and not as having “lexically governed case”. Not being lexically governed 
cases, dependent (i.e. structural) datives are not preserved throughout the derivation and 
become nominative whenever the structural conditions for dependent case are not met.  
While in this paper we concentrate on datives, the implications of our analysis are 
broader. As a similar behavior has been observed for genitives and even accusatives (see e.g. 
notes 2, 5 and 18 for structural/transparent genitives in Ancient Greek and Icelandic and note 
13 for idiosyncratic/opaque accusatives in German), our analysis of datives can extend to 
these other cases as well, suggesting that the label dative, genitive, and perhaps even 
accusative is a misnomer, at least for the syntactic component.
3
 The real difference seems to 
be between elements that can enter Agree with a probe, DPs, and those that cannot, PPs. Case 
is then specified at the morphological component, but is irrelevant for the syntactic 
computation (in the spirit of Marantz 1991). 
 The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss alternating datives in 
                                                        
3
 Thanks to Edwin Williams (personal communication) for pointing this out to us. 
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Ancient Greek, Japanese, dialects of German, and Dutch. All these languages work in 
essentially the same way; the main parameter of variation concerns the environments in which 
alternations take place, i.e. whether they are limited to ditransitives or they also take place in 
monotransitives. In section 3, we discuss Icelandic which presents an altogether different 
pattern of alternations, leading to the conclusion that a further parameter of variation depends 
on the organization of the verbal syntax of a particular language, expressed in terms of event 
decomposition: what types of dative arguments alternate (non-themes vs. themes) and in what 
kind of NP-movement constructions (passives vs. non-passives).
4
 In section 4, we present our 
analysis, which combines an analysis in the spirit of Řezáč’s (2008) Agree theory of opaque 
vs. transparent datives with Marantz’s (1991) m-case approach. We also propose that the 
difference between German/Dutch/Ancient Greek/Japanese, on the one hand, and Icelandic, 
on the other, depends on the head where the phi-probe entering Agree with dative DPs is 
located: Voice or v. 
  
2. Dative-Nominative alternations across languages 
 
2.1 Languages where datives become nominatives in passives in both monotransitives and 
ditransitives 
 
2.1.1 Ancient Greek  
 
                                                        
4
 As in middles in e.g. German dative case is preserved; we will not discuss middle constructions in the other 




In Ancient Greek, datives alternate with nominatives in both passives of ditransitives and in 
monotransitives (see Conti 1998 for extensive discussion of monotransitives; see 





(1) a. Athe:naioi         epibouleuousin     he:min  Active 
Athenians.NOM  betray.3 SG.PRES.ACT  us.DAT 
‘The Athenians are betraying us’  
b. He:meis    hup’ Athe:naio:n        epibouleuometha   Passive 
We.NOM by    Athenians.GEN   betray.1 PL.PRES.PASS 
 
When a ditransitive verb takes an accusative and a dative object, both cases can turn into 
nominative under passivization. This is shown in (2) below:  
 
Active of a ditransitive with an accusative and a dative: 
 
(2) a.  Epitrepo:    te:n phulake:n  toisi 
  Entrust.1SG.PRES.ACT  the guard.ACC they.DAT 
  ‘I entrust the guard to them’ 
                                                        
5 As discussed in Anagnostopoulou & Sevdali (2012), a similar state of affairs is observed with genitives. Note 
that it can also be shown that both the dative and the accusative argument are allowed to become nominative 
with one and the same verb (Anagnostopoulou & Sevdali 2012). Compare (i) where the accusative alternates 
with nominative and the dative argument retains its case to example (2d) where the dative alternates with 
nominative and the accusative retains its case. Both examples contain the same verb epitasso ‘assign’.   
i. Ho stratos   epitachthe:s   ekastoisi 
The fleet.NOM  assign.PASS.PARCPL  each.DAT.PL 





Passive of a ditransitive with an accusative and a dative: 
 
b. Toisi   epetrapto    he: phulake:   
 They.DAT  entrust.3SG.PRES.PASS the guard.NOM 
‘The guard is entrusted to them’  (Herodotus, Historia VII, 10) 
  
Active of a ditransitive with an accusative and a dative: 
 c. Allo   ti   meizon  humin         epitaksousin  
Something  else.ACC  bigger.ACC  you.DAT    order.3PL.PRES.ACT 
‘They will order you to do something else bigger/greater)’ 
 
Passive of a ditransitive with an accusative and a dative: 
 
d. Allo ti    meizon  humeis      epitachthe:sesthe  
Something else.ACC bigger.ACC  you.NOM   order.2 PL.PRES.PASS 
‘You will be ordered to do something else, bigger.’  
(Thucydides, Historia I: 140,5) 
 
 As pointed out by Conti (1998), not all Ancient Greek verbs selecting for dative 
objects form passives showing DAT-NOM alternations. There are aspectual and thematic 
restrictions: (i) stative and experiencer-subject verbs generally disallow the passive. (ii) Verbs 
selecting for comitative and locative dative objects (e.g. eiko: 'distance oneself, avoid', 
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dialegomai 'discuss') and ablative genitive objects do not form passives. The latter type of 
restriction suggests that dative and genitive in Ancient Greek has a mixed status, sometimes 




2.1.2 Japanese  
In Japanese datives can encode a variety of thematic roles, see also Sadakane & Koizumi 
(1995). Importantly, Ishizuka (2012: 82) and Iwasaki (2002) report that in Japanese, the direct 
object of a substantial number of verbs is realized not as an accusative DP but as a dative DP, 
and these dative DPs can be raised to the nominative position in the passive. We illustrate this 




                                                        
6
 See Conti (1998: 32-38) for a detailed discussion of these restrictions. According to Conti, conditions (i) and 
(ii) are not identical. The aspectual restrictions (i) show that the formation of passives displaying DAT-NOM 
and GEN-NOM alternations is dependent upon the subject controlling the action denoted by the verb. We take 
this characterization to describe an agentivity restriction. The thematic restrictions in (ii) are taken by Conti to 
derive from what could be called “an affectedness restriction”. Crucially, in the latter set of cases, the problem is 
not agentivity but rather whether or not the object has prototypical object properties as an undergoer or an 
affected argument. In Ancient Greek, datives and genitives could alternate with nominatives when they denoted 
animate or inanimate entities affected by the actions expressed by the verbs, while they did not alternate when 
they were not so affected. A further sub-case falling under the thematic restrictions (ii) concerns the relationship 
between the subject and the object. When the object was understood as a participant co-acting with the subject 
(as is the case of comitatives), then it did not alternate. In sum, according to Conti (1998: 38), alternating dative 
and genitive objects were “durch die Verbhandlung betroffen” (‘affected by the verb-action’) and “außerhalb der 
Sphäre des Subjekts” (‘outside the sphere of the subject’). 
The editor asks whether the verbs falling under restrictions (i) and (ii) do not passivize at all or whether 
they do passivize, but without displaying DAT-NOM and GEN-NOM alternations. The answer to this question 
is not straightforward. Ancient Greek mainly possessed a Medio-passive Voice (see Anagnostopoulou & Sevdali 
2012 for discussion and references) which had many more functions beyond that of a passive. According to 
Conti, the Medio-passive formed with the verbs in question rarely had a passive interpretation. And in the few 
cases when Medio-passive could be interpreted as a passive, the NOM argument surfacing as a syntactic subject 
did not have the same interpretation as the corresponding DAT or GEN object of the active.     
7
 We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for his input concerning Japanese. As pointed out by this 
anonymous reviewer, it is interesting that comitatives and locatives are unable to alternate with nominatives in 
both Ancient Greek and Japanese (see below for Japanese). Ishizuka actually labels passives as in (3) ‘pseudo-
passive’. The anonymous reviewer suggests that these cases could be analyzed as involving raising of the DP 
with a stranded but deleted P, essentially similar to so-called pseudo-passives in English, e.g. This bed was slept 
in. In section 4, we generalize this intuition to all cases of dative-nominative alternations discussed in the present 





(3) a.  Naomiga  Kenni  kisu(-o) sita. 
  Naomi.NOM  Ken.DAT kiss.(ACC) do.PST Active 
  ‘Naomi kissed Ken.’ 
 b.  Kenga  Naomini  kisu(-o) s-are-ta. 
  Ken.NOM Naomi.DAT  kiss.(ACC) do.PASS.PST Passive 
  ‘Ken was kissed by Naomi’ 
 
The dative goal/recipient/addressee argument of ditransitives can become nominative in 
passives (Larson 1988; Baker 1988; Hoffman 1991; Ura 1996; Miyagawa 1997; see Fukuda, 
to appear, Ishizuka 2012 for recent discussions and references): 
 
Ditransitives 
(4) a.  Naomiga  Kenni  labuletaao  watasita. Active 
  Naomi.NOM   Ken.DAT love.letter.ACC hand.PAST 
  ‘Naomi handed Ken a love letter.’  
 b.  Kenga  Naomini labuletaao  watasareta. Passive 
  Ken.NOM Naomi.DAT love.letter.ACC hand.PASS.PAST 
   ‘Ken was handed a love letter by Naomi.’ Ishizuka (2012: 81f.) 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             




As in Ancient Greek, not all datives can become nominatives; locative, comitative and 
benefactive ni-Ps, and instrumental and directional de-Ps do not alternate (in both 
ditransitives and monotransives): 
 
(5) a. Hahaoyaga Naomini hukuo  katta.  Active 
  mother.NOM Naomi.DAT clothes.ACC buy.PST 
  ‘Mother bought Naomi the dress.’ 
 b. ??Naomiga  hahaoyani hukuo  kawareta. Passive 
  Naomi.NOM  mother.DAT clothes.ACC buy.PASS.PST 
  Int. ‘Naomi was bought the dress by her mother.’ 
 
Ishizuka takes this distribution to suggest either i) that dative PPs come in two different 
categories, Case and full-fledged ones, and only the complement of the former can undergo 
passivization, or ii) that this behavior relates to the structural height of P-attachment, and only 
low PPs can alternate.  
 
2.1.3 Luxemburg German 
Lenz (2011) reports that in Luxemburg German, datives can become nominatives in passives 
of both monotransitives and ditransitives. In this dialect, the dative cannot be ‘promoted’ to 
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 We are aware of the fact that, in the literature on Standard German, the status of this passive has been debated, 
an issue we will come back to in the next section (see Wegener 1985; Reis 1985; Fanselow 1987; Webelhuth and 





(6) De Mann kritt gedroot  
 The man gets  threatened 
 
Other dialects that allow the passive with monotransitives are those of the West Middle area 
(Rhine-Franconian/Mosel dialects) (see Lenz  2011; Leirbukt 1997 for discussion; Lenz 2013 
states that the core area of this passive is the area of West German regiolects): 
 
(7)  Sie bekommt geholfen   (Leirbukt 1997) 




(8 ) Hie kritt eng Planz geschenkt 
 He gets a plant      given 
 
2.2 Languages where datives become nominatives in passives of ditranstives only: Standard 
German and Dutch 
 
Ditransitive predicates in German have four distinct realizations that differ in the morphological 
marking of the direct and indirect object as well as the “unmarked linearization” of the two 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Luxembourg German. In section 2.3., we will address the status of this passive in German and Dutch. 
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objects (Lenerz 1977; Höhle 1982; Fanselow 1991, 2000; Haider 1993; Sternefeld 2006). The 
four patterns are schematically represented in (9) and exemplified in (10) (with data from 
Beermann 2001): 
 
(9) German argument linearization and morphological case in ditransitives 
  a.  NOM>DAT>ACC   c.   NOM>ACC>ACC 
  b.  NOM>ACC>DAT   d.   NOM>ACC>GEN 
 
(10)  a. Sie hat dem Mann das Buch geschenkt 
    She.NOM has the man.DAT the book.ACC given 
 ‘She has given the man the book’ 
  b. Er hat den Patienten der Operation  unterzogen 
   He.NOM has the patient.ACC the operation.DAT  submitted 
 ‘He has submitted the patient to the operation’ 
  c. Sie hat die Schüler das Lied gelehrt 
   She.NOM has the students.ACC the song.ACC taught 
 ‘She has taught the students the song’ 
  d. Man hat den Mann des Verbrechens beschuldigt 
   One.NOM has the man.ACC the crime.GEN accused  
 ‘One has accused him of the crime’ 
 
Dative and accusative case marking is associated with different grammatical functions in (9)/(10) 
(see e.g. Fanselow 2000, Beermann 2001; Müller 1995: 412 fn 3; Sternefeld 2006). 
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Morphological dative marks IOs in (9a)/(10a) and what has been argued to be oblique arguments 
in (9b)/(10b). Morphological accusative canonically marks DOs, but it may also exceptionally 
mark IOs, as in (9c)/(10c).
9
 
 The distribution of morphological cases in German is subject to the following 
generalizations: 
(i) In monontranistives, the regular case for objects is accusative. All direct objects 
that measure out the event, i.e. where progress through the event is materialized in increments 
of the direct object, (Tenny 1987) are marked with accusative (possibly a universal property; 
Arad 1998: 73; Svenonius 2002: 14). Similarly, objects of causative change of state verbs are 
always accusative and themes of motion also bear accusative. Dative is assigned to a set of 
objects that could be characterized as “non-prototypical” direct objects: objects of 
monotransitives that are typically human/animate, partially or not affected, not measurers, 
never objects of causative change of state/ motion verbs (Maling 2001). 
 (ii) Ditransitives are divided into two major categories, regular and irregular 
ditransitives. In the former, the regular case for the theme is accusative and the regular case 
for the goal, possessor, benefactive/ malefactive and affected arguments is dative. The regular 
order among the two objects is DAT> ACC, i.e. IO>DO. With irregular ditransitives, we find 
the patterns ACC>DAT (with e.g. aussetzen ‘expose’), ACC>ACC (with the verb lehren 
‘teach’) and ACC>GEN (with e.g. anklagen ‘accuse’). 
 Dutch is like English in not having a morphological distinction between dative and 
                                                        
9
 An anonymous reviewer suggests that the difference between (10a) and (10b) could be derived from theories of 
argument realization that include a semantic constraint on animacy. We will follow Cook (2006) and others here 
who argue that these facts point to two different types of dative. This is in line with much current research which 
shows that there are several types of base structures suitable for different classes of ditransitive verbs (Marantz 
1993, Anagnostopoulou 2001, 2003, 2005c; Pylkkänen 2002; Cuervo 2003, among others). 
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accusative case. Even in pronouns, such a distinction is not clear synchronically. Interestingly, 
though, Dutch passives of ditransitives behave like German and not like English passives (see 
Anagnostopoulou 2003 for discussion and references). This means that even though one can 
never see an overt dative DP in Dutch, unlike German, it can be concluded that IO arguments 
behave like dative arguments in German on the basis of their syntactic behavior (see fn 10 
below for discussion of the theoretical repercussions of this). 
  According to Broekhuis and Cornips (B&C 1994, 2012), Standard Dutch mostly has 
goal ditransitives, as in ((11); B&C's (34a); see their list of verbs in (33), and references 
therein for a more complete list based on an extensive corpus research): 
 
(11)  Jan bezorgde Marie/ haar het pakje 
 Jan delivered Marie/her the package 
 'Jan brought Mary the package' 
 
There is an extremely small set of verbs licensing benefactive ditransitives in Standard Dutch, 
prototypically the verb inschenken, as in (8) (B&C's (42a)):  
 
(12) Jan schenkt  Els een kop koffie in 
 Jan pours  Els a cup coffee PRT 
 'Jan pours Els a cup of coffee' 
 
Furthermore, IOs can be sources (13; B&C's 39a) and inalienable possessors in a construction 




(13) Jan pakte Marie/haar het book af 
 Jan took Marie/her the book PRT 
 'Jan took the book from Marie' 
(14) Marie zet hem het kind op de knie 
 Mary puts him the child on the knee  
 'Mary is putting the child on his knee' 
 
In German and Dutch, datives cannot become subjects of passives when the auxiliary is 





(15)  * Er wurde die Blumen geschenkt 
  He.NOM was the flowers.ACC given 
 ‘He was given the flowers’ 
                                                        
10
 As discussed in detail in Anagnostopoulou (2003: 42-48, 215-220), building on an observation by den Dikken 
(1995), in Dutch worden-passives, the higher IO must undergo scrambling in order for the DO to move to the 
subject position, for locality reasons: movement of the intervener to the scrambling site facilitates movement of 
the lower argument across it. Scrambling in Dutch is employed as a strategy of obviating intervention effects, 
similarly to clitic doubling of the IO in Modern Greek DO-passives. 
 An anonymous reviewer asks whether the relationship between abstract and morphological case in 
Dutch has any consequences for the analysis proposed in this paper. Our reply is that a language like Dutch is 
predicted to exist from an analysis of passivization along the lines suggested in this paper. Even though Dutch 
datives do not bear overt morphology, they can be concluded to be PPs on the basis of the fact that they alternate 
with nominative only when the auxiliary is krijgen (analyzed as the lexicalization of Voice-v-P in section 4.4.2). 
This provides evidence that the syntax is blind to the morphology and that it is the categorical status of an 
argument (DP vs. PP) which determines whether it will be opaque or transparent for Agree.     
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(16)  * Hij wird het eten bezorgd (door mij) 
  He was the food delivered (by me) 
 ‘He was delivered the food by me’ 
(17)     a. Die Blumen         wurden ihm geschenkt 
 The flowers.NOM were     him.DAT given 
 'The flowers were given to him' 
 b. Het eten werd hem bezorgd (door mij) 
  The food was him delivered (by me) 
  'The food was delivered to him by me' 
 
Datives can become subjects in passives when the passive is formed with the auxiliaries 
bekommen/krijgen (Dutch data from Everaert 1990: 127 and Broekhuis and Cornips 1994: 
176): 
 
(18)  Er bekam die Blumen geschenkt 
  He.NOM got the flowers.ACC given 
 ‘He was given the flowers’ 
(19)  Hij kreeg de boeken op zijn kantoor bezorgd 
  He got the books at his office given 
 ‘He got the books delivered at his office’ 
 
In Dutch, as Breokhuis & Cornips (1994) argue, krijgen-passives are very productive with 
verbs of transmission and communication, provided that they denote actual transmission of 
20 
 
the theme to the goal/beneficiary/inalienable possessor, with the mode of transmission 
specified. In German, the bekommen passive is possible also with so-called free datives 
(possessors, beneficiaries), which, as Steinbach & Vogel (1998) argue in detail, behave like 




(20) Der Vermieter kriegt das Zimmer geputzt 
 The landlord gets the room cleaned 
 The room is cleaned for the landlord 
  
From this perspective then, dative in German and Dutch must be structural Case, at least in 
the environments where bekommen/krijgen-passivization is possible (see Webelhuth 1995 for 
discussion). 
 Dutch as well as Standard German allow the krijgen/bekommen-passive with 
ditransitive predicates only. Monotransitives only allow werden-passivization, where  dative 
objects retain their case and are not allowed to become nominative, as shown by the contrast 
between (21b) and (21c) (Lenz 2011). When monotransitive verbs assign accusative case, this 
becomes nominative in werden-passives:  
 
(21) a. Maria  half  ihm. 
  Maria  helped him.DAT 
  ‘Maria helped him.’ 
                                                        
11
 If, as seems entirely plausible, free datives behave similarly to “high applicatives” in the sense of Pylkkänen 
(2002), then German provides evidence against the claim in Ishizuka (2012) that the (un-)availability of 
passivization relates to the height of attachment of the oblique argument. 
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 b. Ihm   wurde  geholfen. 
  Him.DAT  was  helped 
  ‘He was helped.’ 
 c. *Er   bekam geholfen  
  He/him.NOM  got  helped 
  ‘He was killed.’ 
 
The above suggests that bekommen-passivization is only possible in environments where 
dative is structural undergoing movement, and in monotransitives dative is lexical Case.  
 That dative is (or can, in principle, be) structural Case in German is supported by the 
following facts: 
 (i) As also discussed in Fanselow (2000) and Cook (2006), the bekommen-passive is possible 
and acceptable for all speakers of German only for ditransitive verbs with the basic/unmarked 
word order DAT > ACC, e.g. ‘schenken’ and not with verbs with the basic/unmarked word 





                                                        
12 Note that verbs like entnehmen can surface with two word orders ACC> DAT, and DAT> ACC. Interestingly, 
only the latter can form a bekommen-passive, as Cook (2006) discusses in detail.  
 (i)  a.  * Das Buch bekam ein Zitat entnommen  
   the book.NOM got a quotation removed  
  b.  Wenn der armer Mensch die inneren Organen entnommen bekommt  
   when the poor person.NOM the internal organs removed gets  
   ‘when the poor person gets their internal organs removed.’ 
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(22) a. Der Mann bekam ein Buch geschenkt  
   The man.NOM got a book.ACC given 
 ‘The man was given a book’ 
  b. * Die Operation bekam den Patienten unterzogen 
    The operation.NOM got the patient.ACC submitted 
(23)   Der Patient wurde einer Operation unterzogen  
   The patient.NOM      was     an operation.DAT submitted   
   
This provides evidence that the bekommen-passive is sensitive to the distinction between 
structural vs. non-structural (oblique) dative. 
 (ii) In the ACC>ACC frame, accusative IOs become subjects in bekommen-passives, as 
shown in (24a) (Beermann 2001). This suggests that it is the higher argument with structural 
Case that becomes subject in bekommen-passives. In “regular ditransitives” the highest argument 
bearing structural Case is the dative IO, and accusative DOs become the subjects of werden-
passives, as in (25b): 
 
(24) a. Die Schüler bekommen das Lied gelehrt  
   The students.NOM get the song.ACC taught 
 ‘The students are taught the song’ 
  b. Ein Buch wurde dem Mann geschenkt 
   A book.NOM was the man.DAT given 




Note that ACC>ACC ditransitives never allow the DO to become NOM with a werden-





(25) Das Lied  wurde den Schülern/ *die Schüler gelehrt 
 The song.NOM was the students.DAT/*ACC taught 
 
That dative can be a lexical/inherent case is supported by: 
(i) the ditransitive vs. mono-transitive asymmetry in Standard German and related dialects, 
and (ii) verb class restrictions. As noted by Bayer, Bader & Meng (2000), in those German 
dialects which allow bekommen-passives with mono-transitive verbs (Luxemburg, German 
                                                        
13
 An anonymous reviewer questions that (24a) results from the accusative IO-accusative DO structure and 
proposes that it results from a corresponding underlying dative-accusative structure, the same structure employed 
in (25). In principle, the dative-accusative construction is possible, but degraded, and subject to dialectal 
variation: 
(i) ?Der Lehrer   lehrt  ihr  das Lied 
 The teacher.NOM teaches  her.DAT the song.ACC 
 'The teachers teaches her the song' 
The reviewer further points out that the accusative IO can become the subject of a werden passive: 
 (ii) ?Die Schüler werden das Lied gelehrt  
  The students.NOM are the song.ACC taught 
       ‘The students are taught the song’ 
But note that the active accusative-accusative structure (10c) and the bekommen-passive (24a) are fully grammatical, 
while the werden-passive (ii), as well as (i) are degraded. This seems to suggest that the bekommen-passive (24a) is 
the canonical passive for the accusative-accusative structure (10c). The issue certainly requires further investigation. 
As pointed out by Anagnostopoulou (2001), Modern Greek double accusative constructions formed with verbs like 
“teach” (ingestives; Levin 1993) give rise to the same contrast as in (25). Interestingly, the same facts are found in 
English, which lacks morphological dative and accusative case. While theme passivization across an IO DP goal with 
verbs like ‘give’ leads to a mild ungrammaticality in some dialects (in others it is completely well-formed; Haddican 
2010) and can be overcome if the IO is a weak pronoun, it leads to a much more severe ungrammaticality with verbs 
like “teach”, and the weak pronoun strategy does not rescue the structure. The only option is for the IO to surface as a 
PP: 
(ii) a.   ?*The book was given John/ ? The book was given ‘im/ The book was given to John 
 b.    *The song was taught John/ *The song was taught ‘im/ The song was taught to him 
We propose that the structure in (25) is the German counterpart of the well formed English PP structure in (iib).   
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Rhine-Franconian/ Mosel dialects) there are certain verbs with a single dative object that can 




(26) a. Ich  half   dem Studenten  
  I  helped  the student.DAT  
 b. Der Student  bekam  geholfen 
  the student.NOM  got   helped 
(27) a.  Ich  zürnte       dem Studenten  
  I  was-mad-at  the student.DAT  
 b. *Der Student   bekam gezürnt 
  the student.NOM got  been-mad-at 
  
Dative verbs which permit the bekommen passive are beipflichten (‘agree’) and 
widersprechen (‘object-to’); verbs which don’t are ausweichen (‘avoid’), dienen (‘serve’), 
vertrauen (‘trust’), unterliegen (‘succumb’) and certainly many more.  
 We take this as evidence that dative objects bear structural Case with the predicates 
allowing bekommen-passives and lexical Case with the predicates resisting bekommen-
passives. For Germanic dialects in general, the question that arises is why there is a special 
auxiliary used when datives become nominatives in passives.     
 
2.2.3 A digression: are krijgen/bekommen-passives true passives in the sense of including an 
implicit external argument? 
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As already mentioned, the status of the bekommen passive is debated in the literature. Two 
main views have been expressed: 
 View I. According to a number of researchers (see Haider 1984, 1985 Vogel & Steinbach 
1998, Bayer, Bader & Meng 2000; see also Sternefeld 2006, Müller 2002), these 
constructions are not true passives. In the literature on Dutch they are therefore called 'semi-
passives' (B&C 1994). Proponents of this view argue that the bekommen/ krijgen-passive is 
not transformationally derived from the active, which entails that the subject in (14) is not an 
underlying object. 
 View II. Another view holds that the bekommen/krijgen-construction has all the properties 
conventionally associated with the passive (see Wegener 1985; Reis 1985; Fanselow 1987; 
Webelhuth and Ackerman 1994, Zifonun & al. 1997 for German; B&C 1994, 2012 for 
Dutch), and that the surface subject is an externalized IO. If the latter view is correct, then 
dative in German and Dutch must be structural Case, at least in the environments where 
bekommen/krijgen-passivization is possible (see Webelhuth 1995 for discussion). 
The most important argument in favor of the non-transformational analysis is that 
bekommen/krijgen-passives seem to be subject to idiosyncratic restrictions and are not as 
productive as the werden/worden passives. Lack of full productivity is usually associated with 
lexical rules, supporting the position that bekommen/ krijgen-passives are not true passives. 
However, B&C (1994) and, especially, B&C (2012) convincingly demonstrate that it is not 
true that krijgen-passives are idiosyncratic in Dutch. They argue that krijgen-passives are very 
productive with verbs of transmission and communication, provided that they denote actual 
transmission of the theme to the goal/beneficiary/inalienable possessor, with the mode of 
transmission specified. The same argument has been made for German. Lenz (2009) and 
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Bader & Häussler (2010, 2013) point out that German bekommen passives are highly 
productive with verbs of verbs expressing a concrete transfer of possession to the recipient 
and communication verbs. Unlike Dutch, these verbs need not have the mode of transmission 
specified in German (the only exception here is geben which does not form a bekommen-
passive). Bader & Häussler (2010) also identify a difference between German and Dutch 
concerning non-recipient verbs involving negative transfer (deprivation) and verbs involving 
a more abstract sort of negative transfer. Both types of verbs form the bekommen-passive in 
German, as illustrated in (28a) and (28b) (for concrete and abstract deprivation, respectively), 
while they do not form a krijgen passive in Dutch. 
 
(28) a. ?dass der Mann das Buch gestohlen bekam. 
  that the man        the book  stolen      got 
 b. dass der Mann eine Auskunft verweigert bekam. 
  that the man     a piece of information denied got 
 
If View II is correct, then these passives should be sensitive to diagnostics that provide 
evidence for the presence of an implicit external argument. In the literature, a number of well-
known tests have been proposed to this effect, such as the licensing of (i) agentive by-phrases, 
(ii) control into purpose clauses, and (iii) agentive adverbs. We applied these tests to the 
Dutch and German krijgen/bekommen-passives. Our general result is that the situation in 
Dutch is clearer than in German.
14
 Dutch krijgen-passives qualify as true passives w.r.t. all of 
                                                        
14
 In order to determine the status of the krijgen/bekommen passives, we created a questionnaire, which we asked 
7 speakers of Dutch and 8 speakers of German to evaluate from different dialectal areas. We consider the results 
representative for a larger group of speakers. 
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the above tests. For German bekommen-passives we arrive at a rather mixed picture. 
Specifically: 
 a) Agentive by-phrases. In Dutch, door-phrases are used with the regular passive, 
while van-phrases are ruled out (with the exception of Dutch Limburg and Belgian/Flemish 
Dutch were van is used alongside with door (Jeroen van Craenenbroeck, personal 
communication)). 
 
(29) Het boek  werd  hem  door/*van Peter  toegestuurd 
 The book  was   to him  by Peter  sent 
 ‘The book was sent to him by Peter’ 
 
Both in Standard and Heerlen Dutch door- and van-phrases are somewhat marked with the 
krijgen-passive, but the majority of our informants prefer door:  
 
(30) Jan  kreeg  het boek  gisteren ?door/ /#van Peter  doorgestuurd   
 Jan  gets  the book  gestern    by Peter                sent 
 ‘Jan was sent the book by Peter yesterday’ 
 
In German passives, von-phrases introduce agents, and durch-phrases introduce 
causers/forces, and causing events (31) (see Alexiadou, Anagnostopoulou & Schäfer 2006 for 
discussion and references): 
 
(31)  Die Vase wurde von Peter/ durch den Erdstoß   zerbrochen  
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  The vase was by Peter /  through-the earth tremor  broken 
 ‘The vase was broken by Peter/ the earthquake’ 
 
All our informants accept von-phrases in the bekommen-passive, as shown in (32); see also 
Leirbukt (1997) for a detailed survey: 
 
(32) Peter  kriegte  das Paket  von der Mutter geschickt 
 Peter  got        the   parcel  by the mother  sent 
 
b) Control into purpose clauses. In both Standard and Heerlen Dutch, control into 
purpose clauses is possible: 
 
(33) Zij  kreeg  de prijs  overhandigd  om haar vriendje    te irriteren. 
 She  got the prize awarded for  her  boyfriend  to irritate  
 'She was awarded the prize to annoy her boyfriend.' 
 
On the other hand, German speakers vary in how they judge the German counterparts of (33). 
For one group of speakers, they are marginal or ungrammatical, for another, they are perfectly 
fine: 
 
(34) %Der Junge kriegt das Paket    zugeschickt um die Eltern          zu ärgern 




c) Agentive adverbs. All our Dutch informants accept agentive adverbs modifying an 
implicit external argument: 
 
(35) Zij  kreeg  opzettelijk  het verkeerde  boek  toegestuurd.  
 She  was  deliberately  the wrong  book sent 
 ‘She was deliberately sent the wrong book’ 
 
German speakers show the same split as with control into purpose clauses. One group of 
speakers judges the German counterpart of (35) as marginal or ungrammatical. Another group 
of speakers finds (36) to be well-formed: 
 
(36) %Der Junge kriegte absichtlich das falsche Paket zugeschickt 
 the boy       got        deliberately the wrong parcel sent 
 
In conclusion, while it is clear that the Dutch krijgen-passive contains an implicit external 
argument, the situation for German is less transparent. All speakers agree on the by-phrase 
test, while there are two grammars concerning control into purpose clauses and agentive 
adverbs. As in principle the by-phrase could be licensed as a lexical argument of the verb 
kriegen/bekommen (as pointed out by an anonymous reviewer), the picture on German might 
not seem conclusive. Here we will treat the bekommen-passive as a real passive and 
bekommen/kriegen as a true auxiliary, see also Zifonun & al. (1997), Bader & Häussler 
(2013). We believe that the complexity observed is related to the stage of the 
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grammaticalization of the auxiliary bekommen.
15
 Building on an idea expressed in Bader & 
Häussler (2013), we observe that if bekommen were not a real passive auxiliary, it would only 
be compatible with verbs that share the main meaning of the verb bekommen, so that a 
unification of the two thematic structures, of the type proposed in Haider (2001), would be 
possible. Crucially, the embedded verb would have to obey Bader & Häussler's recipient 
constraint (V can be combined with bekommen if V assigns the recipient role to its dative 
object). However, as these authors show on the basis of corpora and experimental studies, 
bekommen can be combined with lexical verbs that do not share the lexical meaning of the 
main verb bekommen. This suggests that bekommen in the bekommen-passive has been 
grammaticalized to a passive auxiliary. Depending on the dialect, some traces of its lexical 
history are still active and prevent unlimited combinations.  
 
3. Languages where datives become nominatives in middles: Icelandic 
 
So far, we have discussed a set of languages, namely German, Dutch, Ancient Greek and 
Japanese, that show essentially the same pattern: dative Case alternates in passives. In 
German and Dutch, this happens in bekommen/ krijgen--passives. We have seen that Low 
German and Upper German dialects show a monotransitive vs. ditransitive asymmetry.
16
 
Dative alternations take place in ditransitives and not in monotransitives. We attributed this to 
the mixed status of dative: inherent/lexical in monotransitives, structural in ditransitives. 
Luxemburg German, German dialects of the West-Middle area, Japanese and Ancient Greek 
                                                        
15
 We thank the anonymous reviewer for his/her comments concerning the issue of grammaticalization.  
16
 For Dutch things are less clear. The language can either be taken to lack a dative Case in monotransitives 
(recall that Dutch lacks a morphological distinction between dative and accusative Case) or it can be taken to 
show a monotransitive vs. ditransitive asymmetry in passives. 
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have been shown not to display a monotransitive vs. ditransitive asymmetry. We attributed 
this to the uniform status of dative in both contexts: always structural. We also pointed out, 
however, that even in Japanese and Ancient Greek, there are non-alternating datives in 
monotransitives, which should be treated as inherent/lexical Cases. These systems of 
alternations share a number of important properties: 
 
(37) The German, Dutch, Japanese, Ancient Greek pattern 
a.  Dative (and also genitive in Ancient Greek) alternations happen in passives. 
b.  Dative is assigned (and, when possible, alternates with nominative) to DOs of 
  monotransitives that are typically human/animate, partially or not affected, 
  not measurers, never objects of causative motion verbs.  
c.  The dative (or also genitive in Ancient Greek) that alternates with nominative in 
 ditransitives is the case of the IO. 
 
Icelandic presents a different pattern of a dative-nominative alternation: 
 
(38) a. Dative alternations never happen in passives.
17
 They occur in 
  -st middles (and certain anticausatives and adjectival passives).   
 b. The dative alternating with nominative in ditransitives is the case  
of the DO, never of the IO.
18
    
                                                        
17
 As Zaenen & Maling (1990: 145f.) note, the same applies to idiosyncratic accusative as well as genitive case 
which are never absorbed in passives. 
18
 Again the same is observed with genitives: only DO genitives can become nominatives in Icelandic. Recall 
that in our discussion on Ancient Greek, we pointed out that also in this language genitives can alternate with 




In what follows, we discuss the main differences between Icelandic and the pattern examined 
so far in some more detail.  
 
Difference a: Middles. A systematic DAT-NOM alternation is found with middle Voice verbs 
ending in –st, as shown in (39b). These verbs often have an anticausative meaning, and are 




(39) a. Ég týndi úrinu 
  I.NOM lost the watch.DAT 
  ‘I lost the watch’ 
 b. Úrið   týndi-st 
  The watch.NOM lost.MID 
  ‘The watch got lost’ 
 
An important difference between the middle and the periphrastic passive in Icelandic is that 
the former does not imply agency while the latter does (see Sigurðsson 1989 for detailed 
                                                        
19 Here we use the term anticausative to refer to intranstive variants of verbs undergoing the causative alternation 
(see Alexiadou, Anagnostopoulou & Schäfer 2006).  
 Note that dative also alternates in the adjectival/stative passive, which, once again, is incompatible with 
agentivity in Icelandic. In the stative passive in (i), which does not license a by-phrase, the DO surfaces with 
nominative. Note that (i) is clearly an adjectival passive corresponding to English adjectival passives with un-
prefixation (Wasow 1977; Levin & Rappaport 1986 and much subsequent literature):   
(i) a. Hann  var boðinn   (*af Maríu) 
  He.NOM was invited.m.sg.NOM by Mary 
  ‘He was invited’ 
 b. Hann  var óboðinn  (*af Maríu) 
  He.NOM was uninvited.m.sg.NOM by Mary 
  ‘He was uninvited’ 
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discussion). Middles do not license by-phrases (40c), while periphrastic passives do (40b) 
(Sigurðsson 1989: 268; Svenonius 2006): 
 
(40) a. Lögreglan  drap hundinn 
  The police.NOM killed the dog.ACC 
  ‘The police killed the dog’ 
 b. Hundurinn  var drepinn (af lögreglunni) 
  The dog.NOM  was killed  by the police 
  ‘The dog was killed by the police’ 
 c. Hundurinn  drapst  (*af lögreglunni) 
  The dog.NOM  killed.MID by the police 
  ‘The dog got killed’ 
 
Difference b: Sigurðsson (1989) points out that only direct object theme datives alternate in 
ditransitives. The dative case of benefactive/goal indirect objects does not alternate (Jónsson 
2000 provides a list of some verbs that can do this). This holds for the -st verbs, where dative 
indirect objects (IOs) stay dative, even under -st. For ditransitive verbs that take two dative 
objects, only the DO dative becomes nominative, the IO remains dative (41-41): 
 
(41) a. Jón     gaf  mér   þetta tækifæri. 
  John.NOM  gave  me.DAT  this opportunity.ACC 
  ´John gave me this opportunity.´ (Sigurðsson 1989:270) 
 b. Mér   gaf-st   þetta tækifæri (*viljandi). 
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  Me.DAT  gave.MID  this opportunity.NOM (*willingly) 
  ´I happened to get this opportunity.´(Sigurðsson 1989:270) 
(42) a.  þeir              úthlutuðu okkur    velli           til 12:00 
  they.NOM allocated  us.DAT field.DAT until 12:00 
  'They allocated a field to us until 12:00' 
 b. Okkur úthlutaðist völlur til 12:00 
  us.DAT allocated-st field.NOM until 12:00 
  We got allocated a field until 12:00  Sigurðsson & Wood  (2012) 
 
The cross-linguistic picture can be summarized as in (43): 
 
(43) Summary: dative-nominative alternations 




Only some DAT 
alternate 
Ancient Greek No No Yes 
Japanese No No Yes 
Standard German No Yes Yes 
Lux. German No No Yes 
Dutch unclear
20
 Yes Yes 
Icelandic No No Yes 
 
                                                        
20
 Given that Dutch lacks morphological dative case, it seems unclear whether it has any monotransitive verbs 
assigning dative to their single object. Presumably not. But see, Broekhuis & Cornips (1994). If they are right, 
then Dutch is like German. As in our analysis, case realization does not play a role in the syntactic computation, 
this situation does not seem to raise any particular concerns. 
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4. TOWARDS AN ANALYSIS 
4.1. Desiderata   
 
A comprehensive and complete account for the cross-linguistic distribution of dative-
nominative alternations necessitates a theory of dative Case that can ultimately accommodate 
the following facts: 
Fact 1: Dative Case is in principle flexible. In some languages it doesn’t alternate. In 
other languages it does. In this respect, it differs from Accusative, which always alternates. 
Significantly, even in languages where dative case alternates, it does not always do so. There 
are instances of datives that qualify as inherent/lexical, i.e. non-alternating. 
Fact 2: The non-uniqueness of Dat-Nom alternations. In at least Ancient Greek 
(Anangostopoulou & Sevdali 2012) but also in Icelandic, genitives alternate with nominative 
as well (see notes 2 and 18). In fact, Gen-Nom alternations historically took place prior to 
Dat-Nom alternations in Ancient Greek (Conti 1998). We haven’t systematically looked at 
cross-linguistic variation w.r.t. this factor, and for this reason we do not focus on it in this 
paper. However, we take this to suggest that our analysis of datives can extend to genitives as 
well, and perhaps also some accusatives, suggesting that the real difference seems to be 
between elements that can enter Agree with a probe, DPs and those that cannot, PPs. Case is 
then realized at the morphological component, but is irrelevant for the syntactic computation 
(in the spirit of Marantz 1991). 
Fact 3: The ditransitive vs. monotransitive/ditransitive difference (and an 
implicational universal?). Alternating dative is in some languages/dialects limited to 
ditransitives while in other languages/dialects it also occurs in monotransitives. We have 
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found no language where dative-nominative alternations occur in monotransitives and not in 
ditransitives.  
Fact 4: The auxiliary difference. In (some) periphrastic passives, at least in German 
and Dutch, different auxiliaries are chosen depending on which Case alternates, dative or 
accusative.  
Fact 5: The passive vs. middle asymmetry. Absorption (in canonical eventive passives) 
of dative on non-theme arguments vs.  absorption (in middles, adjectival passives and 
anticausatives) of dative on theme arguments.  
 
4.2. Dative Case: opaque or transparent to Agree 
 
Among the facts listed in 4.1, the most important and fundamental fact that needs to be 
explained is fact 1, namely that dative Case is, in principle, flexible, unlike accusative Case. 
In order to account for this, we will assume, following Řezáč (2008), Bittner & Hale (1996), 
and Caha (2009), that dative DPs (both lexical/idiosyncratic and inherent/thematic datives in 
Woolford’s 2006 terms; Řezáč calls both “theta-related Cases”) are always contained within 
PPs. PPs are phases (Abels 2003, McGinnis 2001) and, therefore, the φ-features of the 
containing DPs are not visible for Αgree to a probe outside the PP, Voice or T. As a result, 
Opacity obtains (cf. Pesetsky 2010, p. 7 for a related recent approach to arguments bearing 
dative Case as “…bearing an affix of category P”, i.e. as being PPs). This is the analysis we 
will assume for inherent as well as lexical datives, i.e. the ones that do not alternate with 
nominatives, namely that they are opaque PPs not entering Agree (see Řezáč 2008 and 
Pesetsky 2010 for more discussion of the categorial status of datives as PPs and references). 
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By contrast, accusatives are DPs and are always visible for Agree because DPs are 
transparent. 
Řezáč (2008) argues on the basis of different patterns of dative agreement in Basque 
dialects that dative DPs can be visible for Agree in certain cases. In order to account for this 
variability, Řezáč proposes that P may itself have a φ-probe which enters Agree with its DP 
complement. The result of this P-DP φ-Agree relationship is visible Agree from the outside. 
He proposes that a φ-probe on P entering Agree with the DP selected by P transmits the φ-
features of this DP outside the opaque PP domain.
21
 The result is Agree transparency. Řezáč’s 
proposal is summarized in (44): 
 
(44) (Řezáč’s (20)) 
a. DPs with structural Case are just DPs, with their interpretable  
  φ-features on D(P). 
b. DPs with theta-related Case are contained within PPs, where P is a phase head. 
c. The P-head of a PP is susceptible to variation in the presence and the content 
of a φ-probe 
 
Řezáč’s investigation is also concerned with the issue of variation in the content of a φ-probe 
because there are different patterns of dative agreement across Basque dialects, for more or 
less φ-feature specifications. We are mainly interested here in the variation in the presence of 
                                                        
21
 As far as we can tell, Řezáč (2008) is not explicit on how exactly this transmission of φ-features takes place as 
a result of P-DP Agree. In order for this to work, one has to assume that the φ-probe on P is valued by the 
containing DP and remains active for further Agree with a higher probe, Voice or T. It must be the case then that 
the φ-features on P are valued but not deleted. This paper does not capitalize on Řezáč’s (44c) as a strategy to 
make dative PPs transparent and hence our analysis does not have to deal with this problem.  
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a φ-probe (though see (46) below for variation in the content of a φ-probe). We propose that 
what we called inherent/lexical datives are PPs headed by a P without a φ-probe (opaque) and 
what we called structural datives are PPs headed by a P with a φ-probe (transparent). 
 In addition to Řezáč’s (44c) which will generally not concern us here (in the present 
context we assume that it is only relevant for quirky datives, see (46) below), we propose that 
a major strategy for PPs becoming transparent is when P incorporates into a higher head, the 
complex Voice-v. Since PPs are phases, the phase-lifting effect of P incorporation follows 
from the hypothesis that head-movement of certain phase heads extends the phase to the 
higher projection, as proposed by den Dikken 2007, Gallego 2005, 2010, Gallego, and 
Uriagereka 2006, Alexiadou, Anagnostopoulou & Wurmbrand 2013, in the spirit of Baker’s 
1988 Government Transparency Corollary. P-incorporation results in a configuration where 
the complex verb has a PP complement headed by the trace of the incorporated preposition, 
exactly as was proposed by Baker (1988 ch. 5) for applicative constructions in Bantu 
languages. Overt evidence for this analysis comes from Ancient Greek, where monotransitive 
and ditransitive complex verbs formed with prepositions assigning dative case such as en-, 
sun-, epi-, para-, hupo- and the adverb omou- obligatorily inherit from the prepositions their 
dative assigning capacity. Importantly, these dative complements always alternate with 
nominatives in passives, straightforwardly supporting the proposal that there is a link between 
P-incorporation and the transparency of datives; see the data in (1) and (2) above which 
instantiate the phenomenon with the incorporated preposition epi (see Anagnostopoulou & 
Sevdali 2012 for discussion and many more examples). 
 Let us now illustrate how Case alternations work under this view. Assume a simple 
system where T and Voice enter Agree with arguments transparent to Agree (i.e. DPs or PPs 
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with accessible φ-features). In actives, T enters Agree with the external argument (EA in (45) 
below) and Voice Agrees with the internal argument. In passives, the φ features on passive 
Voice are inactive, and the object enters Agree with T. As a result, the Object DP/ PP carries 
Nom.  
 
(45) a. [TP [uφ] [VoiceP EA [iφ] [Voice [uφ] [RootP  DP/PP[iφ] ]]]]  active 
 b. [TP [uφ] [VoiceP [RootP  DP/PP[iφ] ]]]     passive 
 
Which dative facts summarized in section 4.1. can be accounted for under the analysis 
proposed so far? We can account for fact 1, namely that dative Case is in principle flexible, 
sometimes entering alternations and sometimes not, unlike structural Accusative which 
alternates always. Being PPs, dative arguments are not allowed to alternate (inherent/lexical), 
unless there is a strategy lifting their phasal status and making them transparent: the presence 
of a phi-probe as in Řezáč’s (44c) or P-incorporation, as proposed here on the basis of 
Ancient Greek. Moreover, this analysis can also be extended to genitives covering fact 2, 
namely that in Ancient Greek, GEN-NOM alternations productively take place in 
monotransitives and ditransitives, and in Icelandic, GEN-NOM alternations take place in 
middles of monotransitives, similarly to datives. See Pesetsky (2010) for a treatment of other 
inherent/ oblique Cases, e.g. instrumental in Russian, identical to the PP analysis of datives.  
Variation in the content of a φ-probe in a language resorting to (44c) could 
additionally derive the difference between quirky datives and alternating datives:  
 
(46) Quirky vs. structural datives: variation in the content of the φ-probe 
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-Quirky datives enter incomplete Agree (along the lines proposed by 
 Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005a for PCC effects; see also Řezáč 2008  
and others).  
-Alternating datives enter complete Agree (behaving exactly like alternating 
 Accusatives).  
 
As is well known, arguments with quirky Case behave as if they are visible for A-movement 
in all relevant respects (for an overview, see Sigurðsson 2002), and yet they cannot value a φ-
probe and agree with it in person and number. The same mixed behavior is also shown in 
Person Case Constraint (PCC) environments (see Bonet 1991, Taraldsen 1995, 
Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005a, Adger and Harbour 2007, Nevins 2007 among others). On the 
one hand, quirky datives block person (but not number) agreement between a higher φ-probe 
and a lower accusative or nominative argument, but on the other hand they do not themselves 
agree with that φ-probe. Many recent approaches to quirky datives, building on Taraldsen 
(1995) and Anagnostopoulou (2003, 2005a), characterize the mixed behavior of quirky 
datives in terms of the intuition that they enter incomplete Agree, behaving as if they were 
pure third person, with no value for number. This is formalized through the hypothesis that (i) 
a φ-probe can be decomposed into [person] and [number] which may enter Agree separately 
and (ii) the φ-features of quirky datives are only partially accessible: quirky datives are 
visible/active for person Agree but not for number Agree. Since first and second person 
cannot be interpreted unless [person] is combined with [number] (Taraldsen 1995), the φ-
probe can only be valued for 3
rd




 person in the relevant 
configurations. Řezáč (2008: 120, see especially (31)) proposes to derive the defectiveness of 
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quirky datives from the hypothesis that the P of their PP shell has a probe which is 
unspecified and undifferentiated in a feature geometrical sense. It can only copy the 
[RE→local] portion of the feature geometry of the DP, omitting the nodes [individuation] and 
[participant]. As a result, quirky datives enter incomplete Agree: they can only value the φ-
probe for [person], but not for the further specifications of [participant] and [number]. By 
contrast, dative PPs in linguistic systems of the type described by Řezáč (2008), i.e. the 
dialects of Basque where first and second datives trigger person and number agreement on the 
verb, are proposed to enter complete Agree because the probe on P is further specified for 
[individuation] and [participant] (see Řezáč 2008 for extensive discussion).
22
 For the 
relationship between complete vs. incomplete Agree and Case alternations, see the discussion 
in the next section (especially the discussion of (49)). 
The account outlined so far raises two questions: 
 
1) Do we need to postulate a uCase feature in addition to the u/ iφ features in (44)? 
2) Which mechanism decides for Nom vs. Dat/Gen vs. Acc morphological realization in 
actives and non-actives of monotransitives and ditransitives with alternating datives 
and genitives? 
 
In the next section, we argue that the postulation of a uCase feature is not necessary for the 
facts we discuss. Φ-Agree combined with a specific type of morphological case approach will 
                                                        
22
 By hypothesis, there are two ways in which a dative argument can be transparent to Agree. Either via the 
process of P-incorporation discussed in the present paper (this is expected to always lead to complete Agree 
since the phase-hood of the PP is lifted and the embedded DP enters Agree directly with v or T) or via Řezáč’s 
(20c), stated as (44c) in our paper (this will either lead to complete Agree or to incomplete Agree depending on 
the feature specification of P). 
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prove to be sufficient.  
 
4.3. Case-realization as a matter of PF:  transparent dative as dependent case 
 
In order to derive case realization in DAT-NOM alternation environments, we propose to 
explore the hypothesis that the distribution of morphological cases is determined at PF. The 
general idea we will pursue is that argument licensing is performed via Agree, and 
morphological case interprets Agree relations at PF in a particular fashion. We will consider 
first whether and how the patterns of dative alternations discussed in our paper can be derived 
in terms of an existing and well-known proposal, namely Marantz’s (1991) “dependent case” 
(cf. Yip, Maling, & Jackendoff 1987), and then we will proceed to a modification of 
Marantz’s “dependent case” that can capture alternating datives (and genitives).  
Marantz (1991) argues that the distribution of morphological case is determined at PF, 
subject to the case realization hierarchy in (47): 
 
(47) case realization disjunctive hierarchy: i) lexically governed case, ii)  "dependent" case 
(accusative and ergative), iii)  unmarked case (environment-sensitive), iv) default case  
 
The more specific a case is, it is assigned first taking precedence over the cases lower in the 
hierarchy. In this system, structural accusative Case is “dependent case” subject to the 
definition in (48): 
 
(48) Dependent case is assigned by V+I to a position governed by V+I when a 
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   distinct position governed by V+I is: 
      a.  not "marked" (not part of a chain governed by a lexical case determiner) 
      b.  distinct from the chain being assigned dependent case 
 
Dependent case assigned up to subject: ergative 
Dependent case assigned down to object: accusative 
 
According to (48), dependent accusative is assigned “downwards” to a DP in opposition to a 
higher DP not bearing lexically governed case (what we called here “inherent” or “lexical”, 
but also “quirky”; see the discussion below the modified condition (49)).  
  In order to account for the distribution of structural dative case in actives and passives 
of monotransitives and ditransitives, we propose to modify Marantz (1991) in order to allow 
for the parametric possibility of dative (and genitive etc.) qualifying as dependent cases. We 
propose to link this parameter to the Agree condition (44), which could be seen as a formal 
licensing condition (like EPP in Marantz’s 1991 paper) appropriately interpreted at PF.  A PP 
that is transparent to Agree is not and cannot be lexically governed case as it enters a 
checking relation with a functional head, and will therefore receive a case determined lower 
in the hierarchy (dependent or environment sensitive or default). On the other hand, a PP that 
is opaque to Agree bears lexically governed case. This modification leads to a definition 
along the following lines, taken also into account the decomposition of the VP into Voice (50-





(49) Dependent case is assigned by Voice+v+I to a position governed by Voice+v+I when     
 a distinct position governed by Voice+v+I is: 
      a.  not "marked" (not part of a chain governed by a lexical case determiner) 
      b.  distinct from the chain being assigned dependent case 
 
Dependent case assigned up to subject: ergative 
Dependent case assigned down to object: any case realized on an argument entering Agree 
(e.g. accusative, dative, genitive...) 
 
Note that in the calculation of dependent case assignment at PF, quirky case qualifies as 
“lexically governed” case, despite entering partial/incomplete Agree, as proposed in (46). 
This means that only dative and genitive PPs entering complete Agree will qualify as 
dependent cases in (49). 
  We then need a way to determine which one of the dependent cases (accusative, 
dative, genitive etc.) is realized in each individual construction. This will be dependent on: (a) 
the DP vs. PP distinction (DP= accusative vs. PP = dative/ genitive) and (b) more specific 
information provided by the zero Ps and the selecting v/Vs, in order to distinguish dative from 
genitive realization in languages like Ancient Greek where both dative and genitive Cases 
alternate qualifying as dependent. DAT and GEN are more specific forms than ACC as their 
spell out takes into account the closest relevant P and applicative v.  Being more specific, 
dependent dative and genitive block the assignment of dependent accusative, which can be 
seen as the Elsewhere case assigned to objects whenever the conditions for the more specific 
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forms do not apply.
23
  
  Let us now see how DAT-NOM alternations work in the modified m-case approach. 
Starting from monotransitives (in e.g. Ancient Greek, Japanese Luxemburg German; see the 
next section for Icelandic), 'dative absorption' works as follows. In passives, dependent dative 
(or genitive) case cannot be assigned 'downwards' since it is not in opposition to a higher 
position not bearing lexical case. The result is that the single argument is realized with 
environment sensitive nominative, along the lines suggested in (47)-(49).  
  Proceeding to ditransitives in languages where both cases, dative/genitive and 
accusative, alternate (Japanese, Ancient Greek, German bekommen and werden passives and 
their Dutch counterparts; see the next section for Icelandic ditransitives), we will assume that 
Voice enters Agree with both the IO and DO either under Multiple Agree (as independently 
proposed by Anagnostopoulou 2003, Anagnostopoulou 2005a and Nevins 2007, 2011 in order 
to account for Person Case Constraint (PCC) effects in ditransitives; cf. Baker 2011 who also 
proposes that Voice can agree with both arguments; for Multiple Agree see also Hiraiwa 
2004) or because it has two φ-probes. Thus, the uφ of Voice in (50) enters Agree with both 
the DAT and the ACC arguments (we assume that they are contained in an applicative phrase 
(ApplP), remaining agnostic whether this is a high or a low applicative in the sense of 
Pylkkänen 2002). The two arguments are assigned dependent case in opposition to a higher 
argument not bearing lexical case (DAT is assigned in opposition to the higher EA, and ACC 
in opposition to the higher DAT). In passives, Voice is defective (and non-phasal) in not 
introducing an EA and not containing a φ probe. The two arguments enter Agree with T.
24
  
                                                        
23
 We thank Heidi Harley for suggesting this to us. 
24
 Note that in order to deal with Agree in passives, the simplest solution would be to assume Multiple Agree 




(50)    [TP [uφ] [VoiceP  EA [iφ] [Voice [uφ] [ApplP IO[iφ] [ DO [iφ] ]]]]] active 
(51)   [TP [uφ] [VoiceP [ApplP IO[iφ] [ DO [iφ] ]]]]    passive 
 
In passives, (i) one of the two dependent cases (accusative or dative) cannot be assigned in 
opposition to a higher position and, therefore, the argument that would bear it surfaces with 
environment sensitive nominative. (ii) The other argument bears the dependent case (dative/ 
genitive or accusative) that it also bears in the corresponding active sentence, in opposition to 
the 'higher' nominative argument (the derived subject).
25
 
  We still need an algorithm to decide which argument will surface with nominative and 
which one with dependent accusative or dative in (51). The simplest decision mechanism 
would be locality: The first dependent case cannot be assigned, and the higher argument 
surfaces with nominative. The second/lower argument bears dependent case in opposition to 
the higher ('derived') nominative. Assuming that the underlying order of arguments is IO>DO, 
as in (50)/(51), this makes NOM>ACC passives of ditransitives to be the simple case: 
German bekommen-passives, Dutch krijgen-passives,
26
 Ancient Greek passives where DAT 
and GEN become nominative and ACC is retained , Japanese passives where DAT becomes 
NOM and ACC is retained. NOM>DAT passives of ditransitives  are more difficult to handle: 
something extra needs to be stated for German and Dutch werden-passives, Ancient Greek 
passives where ACC becomes nominative and DAT, GEN are retained, Japanese passives 
                                                        
25
 An anonymous reviewer asks why the remaining argument bears the dependent case that it also bears in the 
corresponding active since two dependent cases are available in principle. As mentioned, it is crucial that the 
spell out of DAT and GEN takes into account the closest relevant P and applicative v, unlike ACC.  
26
 An anonymous reviewer objects that this seems counterintuitive. In section 4.4.2, we argue that German 
bekommen passives and Dutch krijgen passives should be analyzed in terms of P-incorporation, and this is what 
makes the construction feel marked, not locality. 
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where ACC becomes NOM and DAT is retained. This is not a problem specific to the present 
account, however. It is a more general problem for all theories dealing with locality in 
languages with so called “symmetric passives”.
27
 In this paper, we have nothing further to add 
to these theories.  
 
4.4. Accounting for variation 
 
In this last section, we will tackle the most complex problem posed by the data discussed in 
this paper. Namely, how to account for the variability in the structural (i.e. transparent) vs. 
inherent (i.e. opaque) nature of datives within one and the same language and across 
languages: 
 
Fact 3: The ditransitive vs. ditransitive/ monotransitive difference. 
Fact 4: The auxiliary difference. 
Fact 5: The passive vs. middle asymmetry. 
 
We will point to some issues that need to be taken into consideration w.r.t. to fact 3 and 
propose an analysis for facts 4 and 5. 
 
4.4.1. Fact 3: The ditransitive vs. monotransitive asymmetry. 
                                                        
27 See Ura (1996); McGinnis (1998); Anagnostopoulou (2003, 2005b); Doggett (2004); Haddican (2010), among 
others, for some proposals. As also mentioned in fn.10, Anagnostopoulou (2003: 215-220) building on an 
observation by den Dikken (1995: 207-208) specifically appeals to scrambling of the intervening IO, in order to 
account for the grammaticality of worden-passives in Dutch; other escape strategies are also discussed in the 





The main theoretical dilemma posed by the ditransitive vs. monotransitive/ ditransitive 
asymmetry (e.g. Standard German vs. Ancient Greek, Japanese, Luxemburg German) is that 
different types of languages are predicted by different systems, specifically:  
Languages where dative (and genitive) alternate in both monotransitives and 
ditransitives are the canonical case for the theory outlined in the preceding sections (if a 
language has transparent datives the null hypothesis would be that it has them in both 
contexts). On the other hand, languages with the monotransitive-ditransitive asymmetry are 
more problematic. For languages having this asymmetry it would seem that it has to be 
stipulated that dative (and genitive) PP arguments are opaque to Agree in monotransitives 




In this context, consider what we suspect to be an implicational universal: 
 
(52) An implicational universal (suspected) 
If a language has a DAT-NOM alternation in monotransitives, 
 it also has it in ditransitives (but not vice-versa). 
 
We believe that one can make sense of (52) in terms of diachronic change: dative (and 
genitive) distribution is more systematic and regular in ditransitives (marking the IO) than in 
monotransitives (marking the DO), where non-accusative cases are more idiosyncratic.  As 
                                                        
28
 We note here that the reverse situation obtains for Harley’s (1995) Mechanical Case Parameter (MCP). 
Standard German and Dutch are the only type of language predicted to exist by the MCP. In this system, datives 
can be structural only in ditransitives. In monotransitives they must be inherent, not falling under the MCP 
algorithm. This cannot account for Ancient Greek, Luxemburg German and Japanese. 
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stressed by Woolford (2006), dative (and genitive) are subject to different licensing 
conditions in ditransitives than in monotransitives. In many accounts (and in Woolford’s), this 
means that inherent Case is introduced (and licensed) by a functional head (e.g. vAPPL) while 
lexical Case is introduced and (licensed) by the Verb (or the Root).  In both respects, i.e. 
regularity and functional licensing, DAT/GEN in ditransitives are closer to our current 
understanding of what a structural Accusative is than DAT/GEN in monotransitives. The 
language learner will, therefore, (i) first analyze DAT/GEN as structural Cases in 
ditransitives, (ii) and later regularize this pattern to all DAT/GEN arguments (including those 
found in monotransitives). This will account for (52) in diachronic terms. What is still needed 
is a way of building this distinction into a formal synchronic analysis along the lines 
suggested above, so that the universal in (52) be derived in a principled manner. A promising 
direction to explore would be to appeal to P-incorporation as a key process in double object 
constructions and applicatives for independent reasons, along the lines suggested by Larson 
(1988), Baker (1988), den Dikken (1995), Harley (1995; appropriately interpreted) and much 




4.4.2 Fact 4: The auxiliary difference 
 To account for the auxiliary facts, we propose that bekommen/krijgen is the 
'lexicalization' of a Voice+v+ P complex head, resulting from the incorporation of P into 
Voice-v. Specifically, we propose an analysis of auxiliary decomposition in the spirit of 
                                                        
29
 A further prediction of an approach along these lines would be that dative-nominative alternations in 
monotransitives start from constructions independently requiring P-incorporation, e.g. pseudopassives. This 
seems to be correct for Japanese, as we have pointed out.  
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(53)  [VoiceP [vP [ApplP  PP DAT-goal   Appl   DPACC-theme ]]] 
 
IO goals bearing dative case are specifiers of a (high or low) applicative head, similarly to IO 
accusative goals in languages like English: see, in particular, Anagnostopoulou (2003) for 
arguments that goals bearing dative case are specifiers of applicative heads and 
Anagnostopoulou (2005c) for arguments that benefactive and goal PPs can be specifiers of 
vAPPL. When P does not incorporate into Voice-v, the dative is opaque (Modern Greek, 
Russian). When P incorporates into Voice-v the dative becomes transparent (Ancient Greek, 
German and Dutch). In German and Dutch, bekommen/krijgen is the overt lexicalization of 
Voice+v+P.
31
 When P incorporates into Voice-v, the complex head is spelled out as 
bekommen/krijgen. When no incorporation takes place, the head is spelled out as werden. 
ACC-ACC predicates that also allow passivization with bekommen, see (24) above, involve 
ACC introduced by P. 
 
4.4.3. Fact 5: The passive vs. middle asymmetry. 
                                                        
30
 Taraldsen argues that the auxiliary få 'get' in Norwegian 'get-passives' lexicalizes a complex head involving 
Init (corresponding to our Voice) and a  K head: 
(i) [Init ..[ Appl...[ProcP ]]]   
The complex head emerges from movement of an applicative oblique KP over Init and then to the nominative 
position leaving a stranded K. This head Appl makes the argument it introduces the agent of the event denoted 
by ProcP, corresponding to high applicatives in Pylkkänen (2002). 
31
An anonymous reviewer asks whether a language lacking the auxiliary bekommen also lacks structural dative 
case. This seems to be correct for languages with the Germanic auxiliary system. In Ancient Greek, passives are 
formed synthetically (verb stem plus endings), and hence there is no overt lexicalization on an auxiliary; in 
Ancient Greek, though, there can be overt P-incorporation of prepositions assigning dative in monotransitives 
and ditransitives, as mentioned in section 4.2. Similar evidence (though less transparent) for P-incorporation also 
seems to be provided by Japanese (see the discussion in section 2.1.2, especially footnote 7). 
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Recall the Icelandic pattern. We observed a difference between Icelandic and all other 
languages w.r.t. to (i) the kinds of arguments that alternate (themes vs. non-themes) and (ii) 
the NP-movement environments where dative arguments alternate (non-passives vs. 
passives). To accommodate the distinction between Icelandic and all other languages, we 
propose to appeal to different properties of their respective Voice systems.  
They key insight we will build on comes from Svenonius (2002, 2006), and 
Sigurðsson (2009, 2011) who argue that alternating dative in Icelandic (i.e. the dative 
assigned to themes of motion) is assigned by a head lower than Voice and, therefore, is not 
affected when passive Voice is present.
 
The specific way we propose to implement this here is 
in terms of the basic architecture of verbs argued for in Alexiadou, Anagnostopoulou & 
Schäfer (2006), Marantz (2005) and others according to which, verbs are syntactically 
decomposed into a Voice, a v and a Root component, as illustrated in (54): 
 
(54) [Voice [v [ Root ]]] 
 
As in Wood (2012), we propose to tie direct object datives to some feature or property of a 
special type of the little v head in (54), vDAT, given that this head is responsible for event 
semantics. From this perspective, alternating dative in Icelandic (i.e. the dative assigned to 
themes of motion) is assigned by a head lower than Voice and, therefore, is not affected when 
passive Voice is present.
32
 
 Following Schäfer (2008), Sigurðsson (2011) and Wood (2012), we  take –st in 
                                                        
32
 Schäfer (2008) offers an alternative analysis of the Icelandic alternation. In his system, the causative  
predicates that mark their objects with dative involve a VoiceDAT head, which interrupts structural case 
assignment and has the property of assigning inherent dative to the internal argument in its c-commanding 
domain. In anticausatives, where no such head is present, the theme argument will surface with nominative. 
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Icelandic middles to be an exponent of an expletive subject in Voice. This explains why there 
is never an implicit external argument in these constructions. We will also assume that an 
impoverishment rule is operative at PF in Icelandic, as proposed in Wood (2012), which 




(55) vDAT → v / [VoiceP –st Voice ___ 
 
This rule is most immediately compatible with post-syntactic m-case approaches towards 
Case distribution like the one adopted here. When dative case cannot be assigned to direct 
objects due to the impoverishment rule in (55), then nominative is employed as the 
‘Elsewhere’ case assigned when nothing else is available to assign case. The rule in (55) will 
not have any effect on dative assigned by the applicative head in ditransitives (and some 
monotransitives) or on dative assigned by P.  
 Turning, finally, to Icelandic ditransitives, we saw that, crucially, DAT-NOM 
alternations never happen with IOs. This is explained as follows.
34
 IO dative is quirky, i.e. 
partially transparent entering incomplete Agree (see Anagnostopoulou 2003 2005a; Řezáč 
2008), and is always preserved (see Wood 2012 for a recent discussion).  
 
5. Summary 
In this paper, we provided evidence based on Care alternations in passives in favor of the 
view that dative is a mixed Case. Dative, but also other cases, has the property of being either 
                                                        
33
 In Schäfer’s (2008) system, -st middles involve an expletive Voice head that cannot assign inherent case. 
34
 In terms of EPP-driven movement in passives, Icelandic is order preserving: the higher dative becomes the 
subject and the lower nominative theme is an object (see Holmberg & Platzack 1995; Collins & Thráinsson 1996 
among others for a discussion of EPP driven movement in Icelandic passives from the point of view of locality. 
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inherent/lexical or structural. Cross-linguistically, we find three types of languages:  
(i) Uniform languages where dative is never structural Case, and dative-nominative 
alternations never take place.  
(ii) Mixed languages where dative qualifies as structural in ditransitives and as 
inherent case monotransitives.  
(iii) Mixed languages in which alternations take place in both ditransitives and 
monotransitives but cannot take place with certain types of dative (and genitive) arguments.  
We proposed an analysis of datives aiming to account for their mixed status within 
and across languages. Building on Řezáč’s (2008) theory of opacity vs. transparency of theta-
related Case to Agree, combined with a (modified) theory of Case alternations in terms of 
m(orphological)-case (Marantz 1991), we proposed that dative arguments are PPs, unlike 
accusatives which are DPs. Being complements of the phasal head P, dative DPs are invisible 
to an outside probe, Voice or T, for Agree. Under certain conditions, however, they become 
visible: either when a phi-probe is present on P probing and transmitting the features of the 
DP embedded below it or when P incorporates into the Voice-v complex lifting the phase-
hood of the PP. Dative auxiliaries like “bekommen” and “krijgen” are lexicalizations of the 
Voice-v-P complex. We furthermore argued that the actual distribution of m-cases (dative, 
accusative, nominative) in actives and passives of languages with alternating datives is 
determined at the PF component, subject to the case-realization disjunctive hierarchy 
proposed by Marantz (1991). A dative argument entering Agree qualifies as having 
‘dependent case’ in the sense of Marantz (1991) and not as having “lexically governed case”. 
Finally, we proposed that the difference between German/Dutch/Ancient Greek/Japanese, on 
the one hand, and Icelandic, on the other, concerning the environments where dative 
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alternations happen (passives vs. middles) depends on the head where the phi-probe entering 
Agree with dative DPs is located: Voice or v. 
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